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RASS Buzz Session:
Skeletons, Seeds, and Sewing 
Machines!
Unique Non-Book Items to 












(Reference and Adult 
Services Section)
“We are members of NCLA who have a 
special interest in reference and in working 
with adult library customers. We serve in 
various types of libraries throughout the 
state of North Carolina (including public, 
academic, and special libraries). RASS 
provides opportunities for continuing 
education and discussion related to 
reference and adult services.”
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Unique Non-Book Items
✘ Can take a variety of forms!








“An institution that lends 
or shares seed...main 
purpose is not to store or 
hold...seeds against 
possible destruction, but 




















Pat Bone-atar at UNCG
Naming contest for staff
Used for tutoring, etc. 




Passes to Museums & Zoos





Friends of Library parternships?
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Other Stuff!
Ann Arbor District 
Library in Michigan
Pedometers








✘ How will you purchase the items?
✘ What will be the procedures for checking out 
the items?







Special thanks to all the people who made and 
released these awesome resources for free:
✘ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
✘ Photographs by Unsplash
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Presentation design
This presentation uses the following typographies:
✘ Titles: Amatic SC
✘ Body copy: Quicksand
Download for free at:
https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/amatic
https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/quicksand
You don’t need to keep this slide in your presentation. It’s only here to serve you as a design guide if 
you need to create new slides or download the fonts to edit the presentation in PowerPoint®
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Free templates for all your presentation needs
Ready to use, 
professional and 
customizable
100% free for personal 
or commercial use
Blow your audience 
away with attractive 
visuals
For PowerPoint and 
Google Slides
